We show that the well-known order reduction phenomenon affecting implicit Runge-Kutta methods does not occur when approximating periodic solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we obtain optimal rate of convergence estimates in time for highorder fully discrete approximations to 1-periodic solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation These approximations are generated by a finite element process for the spatial discretization and implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods for the time-stepping. As a class, IRK methods possess superior stability properties, enabling them to handle many stiff nonlinear problems. In addition, many IRK methods are such that at each step the computational work may be subdivided into several independent tasks, allowing for parallel implementation on multiprocessor computers; cf. [10, 11] .
It is well known, however, that for some problems the observed order of convergence of an IRK method is less than the optimal order. We remark here that this phenomenon is not caused per se by a lack of regularity on the part of the solution. A first allusion to this phenomenon may be traced to Crouzeix' thesis [6] , where lower than the optimal orders are obtained for parabolic problems with time-dependent coefficients; for numerical evidence we refer to [7] and the references therein.
In the case of the KdV, in a previous paper [8] , the order reduction was avoided by the introduction of appropriate correction terms during the calculation of the intermediate values, in the case of two diagonally implicit methods of (optimal) orders 3 and 4. In this paper, we show that these modifications are indeed unnecessary, and that the optimal orders can be recovered by exploiting the fact that the solution is in the domain of adequately high powers of the differential operator. This agrees well with the results of numerical experiments. Our new approach consists of introducing, at every time level f , the function un+ by applying the IRK method directly to (1.1). We observe, however, that u"+x is not actually computed but serves merely as a convenient intermediary for the analysis. This generates two difficulties: First, we must establish that the system of nonlinear (ordinary) differential equations obtained does indeed have a solution which is sufficiently regular. Second, the fully discrete (computable) approximations u"h+x must be compared directly to un+ , a difficult task in attempting energy type estimates, given that the difference of the two functions is not in the finite-dimensional subspace.
The paper is organized as follows: §2 is devoted to preliminary material. In §3, we successfully resolve the first difficulty mentioned above. We also obtain bounds for un+x in terms of the initial data u°. In §4 we obtain optimal estimates for the local truncation error u"+ -u(t"+ ) in appropriate norms. Using the stability properties of the IRK methods, we then estimate u"+x -unh+x . The convergence of the fully discrete approximations is then obtained by a simple argument. We note that in this paper we do not address issues pertinent to the existence and uniqueness of the fully discrete approximations {unh} and to the convergence of Newton's method for solving the nonlinear algebraic equations, since these topics were treated in earlier works; cf. [2, 3, 
8].
For the sake of simplicity, we drop the constant e, given that all the results remain valid, with the proviso that the constants appearing in the estimates may tend to infinity as e approaches zero. We shall say that / is periodic in Cm if f G Cm and /J)(0) = fu\l), j = 0, ... , m. Furthermore, in view of the (compact) imbedding Hm <-> Cm~ , m > 1 (cf., e.g., [1] ), we shall say that / is periodic in Hm , m > 1, if / G Hm and fij)(0) = fij)(l), j = 0,...,m-l.
For q > 1 integer, we use %fm to denote the ^-product Hm x • ■ x Hm equipped with the inner product ((u, v))m = Yfi=x (u¡, v¡)m , and norm ||w|m = (¿XiK> K/)J1/2-In particular, we shall denote ((•, -))0 by ((•, •)) and ||-|0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use by I • I. We shall also use the spaces fm = Cm x ■ • • x Cm equipped with the n0rm lWIU,oo = maXl<K9llM;IU,oo;Weshallden0te II'¡0,oo by III * lllooIt was proved by Bona and Smith [4] that a unique global, periodic solution u to ( 1.1 ) exists in Hm , m > 2, provided the intial data u is periodic in Hm . Furthermore, dJu/dtJ G C(0, t* ; Hm~3j) for 0 < t* < oo and all j>0 such that m -3 j > 0, and <c(\\u°\\m).
m -sj
We assume that u is periodic in Hm for m sufficiently large to guarantee the convergence results below.
2.2. The finite-dimensional spaces. Let 4 < r < N be integers and let h = l/N. Let Srh denote the space of 1-periodic smooth splines of degree at most r -1 defined on a uniform partition x¡ = ih, i = 0, ... , N.
It is well known that if v is 1-periodic and sufficiently smooth, then there exists a x e S\\ sucn that m-l (2.1) YhJWv~xWj,P ^chm\\vWm,p> I <m<r, p = 2or p = oc ,
7=0
for some constant c independent of h , v , and x • In addition, elements of Srh possess the following inverse property: there exists a constant c, independent of h , such that for all x £ Srh {22) \\x\\ß<ch-{ß-a)\\x\\a, ll/lla>00<cA-(a+1/2)||^||, 0<a<ß<r-l.
One may choose as basis the well-known "Bell" splines <f>x, ... , 4>N associated with the nodes xx, ... , xN, respectively. For the analysis, we find it more convenient to use a set of modified basis functions <j>x, ... , <j>N used by Thomée and Wendroff [12] . Let v g Hr n W ' ' be periodic. Using (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5), it can be shown that (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ll«taIL^c(||ii||2t00 + ||t»y; (2.9) y =>> +k^auf(t ,y J), i=l,...,q.
7=1
We shall assume that these methods satisfy certain stability and consistency conditions. Indeed, it will be required that f b¡ > 0, i=l, ... ,q, (S) -Î ( the q x q array mtj = ai-bi + a .p.
-bib] is nonnegative definite.
The above condition, known as algebraic stability, is stronger than that of Astability.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In particular, let the constants a, , a2, ßx, ß2, yx , y2 be given by T T 0 < a, < x Cx, x Cy<a2, 0<ßx <xTC~Xx, xTC~Xy<ß2, 0 < yx < x Dx < y2, Vx, y G Rq with x x = y y = 1.
We next give the two-and three-stage methods of some families of IRK methods.
(i) Gauss-Legendre methods. These methods form a particularly interesting class in that the matrix M in (S) vanishes identically, a fact that has important implications such as the existence of discrete conservation laws and mild growth of the discretization error. For this class, v = 2q , p = r = q . (ii) Radau IIA methods. These methods are characterized by r = 1. Also, v = 2q-l, p = q, r = q-l. For the three-stage method, v = A, p = r = 1; hence (2.10a) is not satisfied. This will necessitate a slight modification in the estimation of the local truncation error. In [8] these two methods were applied to the KdV equation with appropriate modifications of the intermediate equations (2.9) . Optimal-order rates of convergence were then established. The new machinery adopted in this paper reveals that these modifications are unnecessary.
Concerning the application of IRK methods to the Initial Value Problem (2.7), a comment concerning the local truncation error
is in order. y"+ is defined by taking yn = y(t") in (2.8) and (2.9). Suppose that the IRK method satisfies (B), (C), and (D) together with (2.10a) and (2.10b) . Suppose also that / is sufficiently smooth and that (2.11) \f(t,yx)-f(t,y2)\<L\yx-y2\ W 6 [0, t\ Vy,, y2.
Then (cf. [5, 6] ) there exists kQ > 0 such that |e"+1| < ck" for k < kQ, where c is a constant independent of k, but which may depend, in general exponentially, on L. When (2.11) does not hold, or when L is large, such bounds on the local truncation error do not hold or become useless. Indeed, in certain instances a reduction in the order is observed (cf. [7] and the references therein).
2.4. The fully discrete approximations. Motivated by (2.8) and (2.9), we define the fully discrete approximations {unh}"=0 to the solution u of (1.1) as follows: let Khu° be any conveniently chosen element of Srh , e.g., L2-projection, interpolant, etc. that satisfies (2.12) ||m -Khu || < chr.
Typically, the constant c depends linearly on \\u \\r. Let uh = Khu . For
In [8] , optimal, i.e., 0(k"), rates of convergence were obtained by adding appropriate correction terms to the equations (2.14) in the case of two diagonally implicit methods with v = 3 and v = A. In so doing, however, the schemes acquire a multistep nature, which places them outside the family of (single-step) RK methods. In a later paper [3] , convergence rates ofp + 2 = q + 2 were obtained for the class of Gauss-Legendre methods [5] . The analysis, however, applies to other methods as well.
Using a different approach, we shall prove below that the full rate v can indeed be obtained. In particular, for the Gauss-Legendre methods we have v = 2q, the maximum for a given number q of intermediate values. In addition, 0 for these methods m( = 0, which implies that ||ma|| = ||7tAM ||, n = 0, ... , J, a discrete analogue of the second conservation law of the KdV equation.
A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section we show that the IRK methods applied to the solution of (1.1) at a given time t" yield a unique set of intermediate values {u"''}9=x given by
from which u"+x is given by
We also show that {u ' }*=] and u possess the same degree of smoothness and periodicity as u(t"). Using this, in §4 we shall obtain the estimates ||i/!+1-«(í',+ 1)||0>í,<CríI/+1, p = 2, oo, where tn+x =tn + k.
Throughout this paper, we shall adopt the following notation: let V = (vx,... With this notation, we may express the equations (3.1) as
where U = (u'x, ...,u'q)T and eu(t") = (u(t"), ... , u(t"))T. Some inequalities that will be used frequently are contained in the following 
It follows that v2x(x)< [ \v'(t)\\v"(t)\dt<\\vx\\\\vxx\\.
Jo
To obtain the second inequality of (3.6), we integrate by parts to get \\vx\\2 = -fv(t)v"(t)dt<\\v\\\\vxx\\. 
The desired inequality now follows by multiplying the last two inequalities, simplifying, and using the result in the first part of (3.6). To prove (3.7), we use (3.6) and the discrete Schwarz inequality: ¡vwj2 = y ii«,uyi2 < YiM2iKJil s YN \\DV\\<^ + -±-\\DUf2tDUxxxtXI2 Df) ).
Moreover,
Hence, (3.12) ax\\D(V -f)\\ < k(\DUUx\\ + \Dfxxx\\).
From (3.10),
Hence, from (3.12) and (3.7), Furthermore, there exists a constant 0 < k2 < k0 such that if k <k2, then the solution U of'(3.15) is unique.
Proof. Consider the sequence {Uj}J>0 generated by
Note that trivially U0 is periodic in ßTm+x , ¡\DUQ\¡ < Mx, and \¡DU0xxx\¡ < M2; by Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.1, Ux exists uniquely and is periodic in ¿Tm+X. Furthermore, ¡\DUX\\ < Mx and \DUXxxx\\ < M2. This argument may be used repeatedly to yield a well-defined sequence {U.} >0 . For ; > 0, U'. is periodic in ß?m+ and satisfies \DUjXXXX\ < M3. Now if II,. = Uj.+X for some j* > 0, then [/.. is a solution of (3.15), since Uj. G ^4 ç W . Otherwise, the sequence {U,} >0 is infinite and is bounded in ß? . Since %? is compactly imbedded in ^ , we can extract a subsequence { Uy } which converges in W to some U. The latter must indeed satisfy (3.15). To see this, it is sufficient to show that {C/-}°10 is Cauchy in %?x. Indeed, from previously used techniques, it follows that \WJ+x-UJ\\x<ckxl2\\UJ-Uj_x\\x, j=l,2,..., for some c = c(||/ffl3). Thus, the map Uj -► Uj+X is a contraction in %?x for k sufficiently small.
To show uniqueness, assume the existence of two solutions Ux and U2 of (3.15) and let E=UX-U2. Then E + kAExxx = -kAEU2x-kAExUx, from which we obtain ((CDE, DE)) = -k{((DEU2x , DE)) -{((DEUXx, DE))} . Now letting V = U in (3.13) and using (3.7), we obtain \Wxxxi < c\fxxx\ + c\\UUJ\ < c\lfxxx\l + c¡uf2tUxxx\ix/2 ; from this, and using (3.18), it follows that ¡Uxxx¡\ < c(|/|3) ; (3.17) now follows from (3.18) and (3.6). We now establish (3.16). From (3.11) it follows that ¡1% < ciffl,), I = 0, 3, 4. So, as an induction hypothesis assume that (3.19) |f/|#<c(|yi#), l = 3,...,s<m.
We next prove that as a consequence of (3.19), (3.20) l/-t^<MI/l,+3). j = 0,...,s-2.
Differentiating (3.15) ;' times, we get
Multiplying by D(U -ff and integrating, we get
Hence,
Using Leibniz' formula, from (3.3) and (3.19) it follows that \\D(uux)U)\\ < cY\W{k)\UU(J-k+X)\i This concludes the induction argument and the proof of the theorem. D
In the sequel, we shall take / = eu(t"). It follows from (3.2) that un+x = (I -b A~ e)u(t") + b A~XU . In view of the estimates (3.16) and the a priori estimates on the solution u of (1.1), we have (3.25) ll«"+1|L,|t/|m<c(||«°|L ), m>A.
A. Consistency, stability, and convergence
In estimating the local truncation error \\u(t"+ ) -un+ ||, we introduce the set of functions {ajj(x)} , i = I, ... , q , j = 0, ... , v , defined recursively by As we shall see below, the a's are the coefficients of the expansions of the intermediate stages un'! in powers of k, up to order v . In view of (C), the a 's are, up to order p + 1, time-derivatives of « at t = tn . This ceases to be the case from p + 2 to v . However, using (B) and (D), it will be shown below that appropriate linear combinations of the a 's are again time-derivatives of u. We make this precise in the following 
D\+Xu
The result will now follow from the fact that the second, third, and fourth terms on the right side of (4.6) vanish. We consider only the second term. From Multiplying by DE, integrating, and using periodicity, we get DE1) ), from which we obtain the estimate (4.13) llalli2 < ckv+Xllalli \\E\\ + ck\¡Ux\¡J\E¡2.
Using (4.1) and an induction argument, it is easily proved that (4.14) a¡¡ = cuum +Pi,(u{0), ... , u{3'-2)), i=l,...,q, 1 = 0, ... , v, where c/7 is a constant, Pit is a polynomial in 3/ -1 variables, and w(j,) = DJxu\t=tn. Using (4.14), the definition of ¥, (3.3), and (3.4), we get |||¥| < c(||w°||3l/+3) . Using this and (3.17) in (4.13), for k sufficiently small we get In the sequel, we shall let u" = u(tn), and u"+ , un'1, i = 1, ... , q , be as in (3.1), (3.2) . Let Un+X, Un, UnJ, UnJUx'1, Uxxx denote the /V-vectors whose 7'th components are un+ (jh), u"(jh), u"''(jh), u"''(jh)u"''(jh), and uxxxiJn)> respectively.
Also, let u"h , u"h+ , unh'1, i = 1, ... , q, be as in (2.13) and (2.14), and let {<t>j}i=\ be the basis introduced in §2. Then there exist unique TV-vectors Uh , U"+l, U"J , i = l,... ,q, such that 7=1 7=1 N u"r,'' = TiiUh'')jh' i=U...,q.
= 1
We now have Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the IRK method satisfies (S) and (P). Then there exists a constant c independent of k and h such that
GUn+X =GU" -kYb,G(UnJU"xJ + U"xxlx). EjLi Uj''4>j . From (4.24) we get Since the matrix {m(..} is nonnegative definite, we obtain (4.29) (GE"+X, En+X)h < (GE" , E")h -2Â:^/7/(^"'1, a"'' -Zn'\.
We next estimate the term (En'', S"'')A . Note that (En'i,E"'')h = hYiUn'i-Unh'')j(F(Un',)-F(Unh',))J 7 = 1 ,~n,i~n,i , ~n ,i , n,i n,i n,i . »n,i n,i\ = K Uhx + Uhxxx -K Uhx + Uhxxx\ >Uh -Uh )
x.~n,i r~n,i «,'i2n , íM.n.ín u~n,i n,i,,2
Now note that 
